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GENERATION OF TREES AND COMPLETE TREES
Wataru Mayeda
Abstract
A method of generating all complete trees of a pair of linear graphs 
which can represent active networks is given. This method consists of two 
parts, one of which is to obtain one complete tree and the other is to 
generate all possible complete trees of distance one from that already 
determined.
All complete trees of distance one from a given tree t = [a1an.,.a }o 1 2  n
can easily be obtained by
1) T P(tQ) = u {t|t=tQ © { a  e}, e e Sa (to,G.) H Sq (tQ,Gv)
p= 1 p= 1 p p
where S^ is a fundamental cut set containing edge a with respect
P P
to tree t in G. , S (t ,G ) is a fundamental cut set containing edge a
O I S O V  ° ° Dp F
with respect to tQ in Gv , and G± and G^ are the pair of linear graphs
representing an active network. When we have cut set matrices A. and Ai v
corresponding to G^ and Gy respectively, we can find a tree t by changing
these matrices to the fundamental form as [A. u ] and [a u ] in which the
111 V11
edges corresponding to the unit matrix U form a complete tree.
These two processes are easily carried out by the use of computers.
/;
There will be no duplications when complete trees are generated by this
method. Furthermore, complete trees are generated by sets of complete trees
2classified by edges in initial complete tree t . Thus it will be easy to 
factorize according to the weights of these edges.
3Introduction
Whether or not the use of computers for analysis of electrical networks
is useful and an important part of modern electronic industry depends on the
computer time necessary to analyze such networks. One way of saving computer
time is to find an effective method of generating all possible trees in the
case of passive networks, and to generate all possible complete trees in the
case of active networks and networks with transformers.
1 2 3 4 5There are several methods ’ ’ ’ * available at present. However, none 
of them is satisfactory for generating all complete trees by computers. 
Obviously, if a method can generate all complete trees effectively, the same 
method can generate all trees effectively. On the other hand, even though 
a method can generate all trees effectively, to obtain all complete trees by 
simply modifying the method is not generally very effective.
It has been known for a long time that to generate all trees which are 
distance one from a given tree is easy. Also it is easily seen that 
generating all complete trees of distance one from a given complete tree is 
likewise simple. Hence if a method can generate all possible complete trees 
by generating complete trees of distance one from some set of complete trees, 
the method will be a desirable one. Here such a method is introduced, and 
a computer program using this method is in preparation. This method is 
simple in technique and no difficult theories are involved. Also finding 
the sign of each complete tree can be found without any additional
computations.
4Generation of Trees
Let A = [A^u] be the fundamental cut set matrix of a connected linear 
graph G consisting of v vertices. Also let t be the tree corresponding to 
the unit matrix in [A-q U]. Consider another tree t in G. Let
t - t  = f e e . e  } o 1 L n
and
Then
:o - t = i v 2...an} •
t H t = [a . .. .a .} o n+1 v-1
be the edges in both t and t. Notice that t - t is a set of edges ino o
t but not in tQ. For convenience, let P and Q be sets of edges such
that P D Q = 0. We define the symbol G(,P;Q) to represent the linear graph
obtained from G by shorting all edges in P and opening all edges in Q. With
this definition, G(tQ il t; tQ - t) is a linear graph obtained from G by
shorting all edges in tQ fl t and opening all edges in t - t.
Theorem 1: Let t and t be trees in G. Then t - t is a tree in--------- o o
G(t PI t; t - t) . v o o
Proof: Since t is a tree of G, shorting any edge a in t makes
t - {a} a tree of G({a}; 0). Also opening any edge e i t does not destroy
t as a tree of G(0; iej). Q.E.D.
We define a distance between two trees t and t as the number of edgeso &
a ^ a^...a^
in tQ - t. The symbol T [t ] is the set of all possible trees t
t - to = [aia2...an} .
such that
5ala2*•*anThus any tree t in T [t ] is distance n from t .o o
aia2* *‘anTheorem 2: Let t e T [t ]. Then t - t is a tree in--------- o o
G(tQ fl t; tQ - t) . Furthermore, any tree t' in G(tQ il t; t - t) with all
aia2* * *anedges in t fl t is a tree in T [t 1.o o
Proof: The first part of this theorem follows directly from Theorem 1.
The proof of the second part is as follows: If t’ U (t fl t) is not a tree
of G, then it must contain at least one circuit. Since t' is a tree in
G(t fl t; t - t) and t fl t is part of t , both subgraphs themselves do o o o O o r
not contain any circuit. Thus only the circuits which possibly exist in 
tf U (tQ fl t) will be those consisting of some of edges in tQ fl t and some 
of edges in t' . However, if this is the case, when all edges in t PI t are 
shorted, those edges in t* must form circuits including self-loops which 
contradicts the assumption that t' is a tree in G(t^ fl t; tQ - t) . Q.E.D.
It is known that to obtain Ta[tQ] where a e t is easily done by the 
scheme
Ta[t ] = {111 = t @{ae}, e e S (t )} .
O O a  O
That is, we can obtain Ta[tQ] directly from the fundamental cut set 
matrix
A = [An U]
by taking edge e whose corresponding row in is non-zero at the column
corresponding to the cut set Sa(tQ) . The following example will illustrate
this point.
6Example 1; Let fundamental cut set matrix A of the linear graph 
shown in Figure 1 be
« 2
Figure 1. A linear graph G 
alwhere tQ = {a^a^a^a^}. Then T [tQ] can be obtained from tQ by replacing
edge a^ by edge e^ because only column e^ which is non-zero at the first
a2
row corresponding to S& (tQ) T [tQ] can be obtained from tQ by changing 
edge a  ^by edges e2 > e 3 and one at the time because columns e2 > e 3 an<^
have non-zero at the second row. Thus
a2T [tQ] = {{e^a^a^a^},{e^a^a^a^},{e^a^a^a^}} .
Similarly
a3
T ^ q] = H  e2ala2a4^  * ^ e4ala2a4 ^  
a4T [tQ] — {{e^a^a^a^}jfe^a^a^a^}} [ e^ 3 . ^  .
and
Thus to obtain all possible trees which are distance one from t is a very
simple task. The problem is to obtain trees which are not distance one
from t . o
ala2rFrom Theorems 1 and 2, the following process will give T [t ] from
G(t0 ‘ £aia25;faia2}) *
Step 1; Take one tree of G(tQ - {a^a^};{a^a^}). Let this tree be 
to(ala2) " {ele23'
1 2  1 Step 2: Since T [tQ] can be obtained by knowing T [tQ(a^a2)],
e2 eie2
T [t (a.a0)] and T [t (a.aj] which are the set of all trees in o 1 2 o 1 2 ® 1 ® 2
G(tQ - [a1a2'3 ;{a1a2}) , we first obtain T [ ^ ( a ^ ) ]  and T [ ^ ( a ^ ) ]
which consists of trees of distance one from tQ(a^a2) . Notice that to
obtain these trees, we only need to know the fundamental cut sets with
® 1® 2respect to tree tQ(a^a2) . To obtain T [t (a^a2)], we go back to Step 1
using (i) tree t1(a^a2) which consists of edges in tQ - [a^a2) and edges e
and e2,(ii) edges e^ and e2 rather than a^ and a2> and (iii) linear graph 
G(tQ - {a^a2);{a^a2}) rather than G.
When we use a cut set matrix rather than a linear graph to obtain all 
trees, with the definition given below, the above process becomes simply 
as follows:
Definition 1; A matrix Q is said to be a fundamental form if Q is 
expressed as [Q-q U] where U is a unit matrix. Notice that the rank of Q
must be the same as the number of rows in the matrix.
Suppose a cut set matrix A is given. Then first we change it to a 
fundamental form of l"A^U] by elementary row operations. Notice that all 
edges in tree tQ correspond to the columns of U in [a ^ u ].
8Step 1; Let A(a^a^) be the submatrix of obtained by deleting all 
rows which do not have non-zero at the columns corresponding to a^ and a^ in 
[AU U], and delete all columns of U. It can be seen that A(a^a^) is a cut 
set matrix of the linear graph G(tQ - {a^a^ ; {a^a^) .
Step 2: By elementary row operations, change A(a^a^) into a 
fundamental form as -q U] which is a fundamental cut set matrix of
G(tQ - {a^a^};{a^a^}), and the columns corresponding to U represents edges 
e^ and e^ which form tree t^a^a^ i-n this modified linear graph. If we 
can not obtain a fundamental form of A(a^ap by the elementary row 
operations, then we know that there is no tree in the linear graph
G(t0 “ fa1a2) ;Ca'1a2}) .
® 1
Each tree in T [t^a^a^] can be obtained by replacing edge e^ by
edge e^ whose corresponding column of M a^a2) ^  has a non-zero at the first
row which represents S [t (a,a )]. Similarly, we replace edge e by edge6 o I Z c
e whose corresponding column of ACa^a^)^ has a non-zero at the second row 
to obtain T [t^a^a^]. To obtain trees in T [^(a^^)], we go back to 
Step 1 by (i) using A(a^a^) rather than A, and (ii) considering edges e^  
and e^ rather than a^ and a^. Notice that there is no rows to remove in 
order to obtain a new cut set matrix. Actually, -q  is a new cut set
matrix to be considered next. The next example will illustrate the above 
process.
Example 2: For a given linear graph shown in Figure 2, a cut set
matrix with the corresponding tree tQ = {a^a^a^a^} is
9el e2 e3 e4 al a2 a3 a4
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 I 1 0 1 0 0
0 1 1
1
1 | 0 0 1 0
o J 0 1 1 ' 0 0 0 1
* 3
Figure 2» A linear graph G
12 r -i iTo obtain T LtQJ, we only need to consider linear graph 
G(to - ;{a^a^}). A cut set matrix ACa^a^) corresponding to this
linear graph is the first two rows of A without columns a^, a^, a^ and 
a^; that is
A (a ia2> =
el e2 e3 e4
1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0
By rearranging rows, we have
el e2 64 e3
1 O i l  0
r
1 1 1 0i
A(a1a2) =
1
Since each rowThus tree ^ ( a ^ )  of G(tQ - { a ^ }  ;{a^}) will be {e e^. 
in the above matrix represents a fundamental cut set with respect to this 
tree ^ ( a ^ )  ,
e4
T ^to(ala2)  ^= W e3^
which is obtained according to Step 2 in the above process. That is, since 
only column e^ has a non-zero at the first row which represents cut set 
Se [t0(a-^a2)^> only edge e^ can replace edge e^ in order to obtain 
e4T [tQ(a^a2)]. Similarly, both edges e^ and e2 can replace edge e^ because 
columns e^ and e2 have non-zero at the second row,
T [tQ(a1a2)] = {{e1e4},{e2e4}} .
e3e4rTo obtain T [t (a-a0)], we use the cut set matrix A^a-e^e.)o i z  1 2 3  4
obtained from A(a^a2) by deleting all columns belonging to U, i.e.,
A(ala2e3e4^  ~’
This matrix can easily be changed into a fundamental form which is just a
unit matrix. Notice that this matrix is a cut set matrix of a linear graph
G(to - {a^a2};{a^a2} U {e^e^}). Also there is only one tree in this graph
which is to(a^a2e^e4) = {e^e2}. Hence all possible trees of linear graph
G(to - [a1a2J j U ^ } )  are { e^}, { e^}, { e ^ } ,  {e e,}, and {e e }. Thus
ala2we can obtain all trees in T [tQ] by replacing edges a^ and a2 by edges 
in each one of the above trees as
11
3 -^32 • « • 3
In general, we C3n obtsin T P[tQ] of linear graph G by the
following process, where t = {a_3....a } and 1 < p < n.o 1 1 n r —
Step 1: Form a new linear graph G(t - {a.a_...a };{a1a0...a }) fromo i 2 p 1 2  p
G. Then pick a tree in this graph. Let this be t' = {e,ert...e }. If it iso L 2 pa a . . . a )
impossible to pick a tree, there is no tree in T [t ].o
Step 2: The all possible trees in G(t - {a.a0...a ];{a1a_...a }) areo 1 2  p 12  p
those in
^t'], T 2[t'], T p[t>]o 
e, e
o 
e„ eeie9 eie9 eie eoeQ e ie
I 2[t']. T 1 3[t'], T 1 P[t'], T 2 3[f],..., T P'1 p[f]
w O O n
e . e . . . . e .
T 1 2 q[tJ)],..., where 1 < j1 < < . . < j < p
J q F
of
e e . . .e
T 1 2 P[t*]o
Obtain each tree in
distance one from tJo
T [t^], T 2[t^],..., and T P[ t^ ] which is a 
in G(tQ - [a^a^... a ^ } ..a^}). Obtaining
tree
trees
e . e . . . . e .
J1 J2 Jq aia2‘* *anin T 4[t*] is the same as obtaining trees in T n[t ]. Thus0 o
we go back to Step 1 by considering t' rather than t as a given tree ando o
G(to “ [s^a^...a^};[a^a^...3^}) rather than G as a given linear graph.
With cut set matrix A rather than linear graph G to obtain all trees,
the above process becomes as follows: Let A be a given cut set matrix of a
given linear graph G. First we change A into a fundamental form as
[AU U] by elementary operations. Let tQ = {a^-.a } be a tree corresponding
to the unit matrix U in [A^u]. The following steps gives all trees in 
a,.. .a
T P[t ] where 1 < p < n.o —
12
Step 1; Form a cut set matrix ACa^.a^) obtained from A = [A-^u] by
deleting all rows corresponding to fundamental cut sets S (t ) for alla o r
edges a^ in tQ - [a^...a }, (notice that the row corresponding to S (t )
r
has 1 at the column representing a ) and deleting all columns of the unit
matrix U in [Aniu]. Change A(a ...a ) into a fundamental form as [A(a,...a ),,ul ii I p  1 p 11 J
Suppose the tree t^  consists of edges e^e^,. . ., and e corresponding to 
columns of U in [A(a_...a ).-U].1 p 11e
Step 2; Obtain T r[t^] for r = l,2,...,p by replacing edge e^ by edge
e’ whose corresponding column has a non-zero at the row representing
fundamental cut set S (t5) . Notice that row representing S (t! ) has 1
r r
at the column corresponding to edge e^ .
e. ,e .
J1 JuIn order to obtain T [t^], we go back to Step 1 considering
A(alS..a ) rather than A as a given cut set matrix, t® rather than t as a 1 P o o
tree and edges e. , and e. rather than a ,..., and a as edges to be 
J1 Ju 1 P
replaced.
The following example will illustrate the above process.
Example 3; Suppose a linear graph G shown in Figure 3 is given. A
fundamental cut set matrix A with respect to tree t = {a.a.a.a,} iso 1 2  3 4
_el e2 e3 e4 al a2 a3 a4
1 1 1 0 0 I 1 0 0 0
2 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0
3 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0
4 0 1 1 1 I 0 0 0 1

by elementary row operations and rearranging columns, we can change the 
matrix into a fundamental form as
[A(a1a2)11ü] =
el e3 e4 e.
0 0 1 1 0
1 10 1 0 1
_
Thus
and
fco^aia2^  ^e2e4^  ’
T 4Cto(ala2)] " 0
= {eie4}
which gives
3 1a 2 rT [tQ] = {{e2e4a3a4},{e1e4a3a4}} .
To obtain T Z[ tQ(a^a^) ] , we consider a new cut set matrixeie2r
obtained from [ACa-ja^^u] by deleting all columns in U as
A(ala2eie2) =
_61 e3
CNJ 0 0
1 1 | o
Notice that in this case, there is no row to be deleted because edges e^  
and e2 form t (a^a2) . This matrix, obviously, can not be changed into a 
fundamental form. Thus
0 0
T 1 2[to(ala2)] =
a la3To obtain T [tQ], we consider a matrix ACa^a^) obtained from [A^u]
by deleting rows 2 and 4 (because these rows correspond to S (t ) anda 2  o
(tQ) where a2 and a^ are in tQ - {a^a^}), and deleting all columns
15
belonging to U in [A^u] corresponding to edges a^a^a^, and a^ ,
a< V 3> =
[A(aia3)u u] =
Then
el e2 e3 e4
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
o a fundamental
61 e4 e2 e3
1 0 1 1 0
1 o ! 0 1
*— i
a3> = {e2e3^ y
T 2[to(ala3)] = [ele3]
and
T [tQ(a1a3)] i e ie 2
Furthermore from A(a3a3e2e3)
A(ala3e2e3)
el 6 4 
1 0 
1 0
which is obtained from [A(a^a3)^u] by deleting columns belonging to U, 
we can see that
e2e3
1 Cto(ala3e2e3)] = 9 ■
ala3
T Ct^3 ^ e2a2e3a4^  5^ ela2e3a4^  ’^ ^i^2a2a4^^
Thus
16
aia4rFor T A *[t ], we consider A(a a.) obtained from [AinU o 1 4  11 '
row 2 and 3 and columns belonging to U as
A (a la4) =
which can be written as
[A(a1a4)11u] =
Thus
ala4,
e1 e2 e3 e4
1 1 1 0 0
4 0 1 1 1i —
e2 e3 el e4
1 1 0 1 0
4 1 1 o 1
V aia4> = {(Ble43 >
T X[to (aia4> = (e2e43
T^Ct o(aIa4) = {{V l
> o ^ we must obtain T
el %
easily be found by considering the following matrix A(a.a.e,1 4  1
A (ala4ele4) =
e2 e3 
1 0
1 1
which can be changed into a fundamental form as
[ACa^a^e^e^) -q U ]  -
e2 e.
1 0
0 1
by deleting
which can
17
eie4rHence t ^ a ^ e ^ )  = { e ^ }  and T [ ^ ( a ^ ) ]  = { e^}. Thus 
ala4T [tQ] = [{e1a2a3e4},{e2a2a3e4},{eia2a3e2},{eia2a3e3},{e2a2a3e3}}
a2a3
For T [to], we change a matrix A(a2a3)
A ( a2a3) =
as
[Ä(a2a3) n u] =
e2 e3 e4
1 0 1
0 1 0
e2 e4 e3
1 ' i 1 <T
0 | 0 l
Hence
to(a2a3) = [e3e4]’
T 4^to(a2a3)  ^= ^ ele3^’^ e2e3^ 
T [ t0 (a2a3> ] = •
e3e4rFurthermore, T [t^(a2a3)] can be obtained by considering matrix 
A(a2a3e3e4>
A a^2a3e3e4^  ”
el e2 
1 1 
1 0
which can be changed into a fundamental form as
[A(a2a3e3e4) —
ei e2
l 0
0 1
e3 %Hence T Eto(a2a3)U = { e ^ } .  Thus
a2as
T [tQ] = {{a1e3e4a4],ia1e1e3a4},{a1e2e3a4} ){a] 
{a1e1e2a4}).
a2a4rFor T [to], we consider A(a2a4) as
A ( a2a4) =
61 e2 e3 e4 
1 1 0  1 
0 1 1 1
which can be rewritten as
[A(a2a4)n u] =
Hence t ^ a ^ )  = {e^},
e4 6 1 e 3
1 1i 1 o "
1 ! 0 1
T ^ to(a2a4)  ^= fie2e3^’fe4e3^
and
T t0(a2a4> ^ ,{e4e1]
ele3,Since A(a2a4e1e3) for T [t (a^)]
6 2 e4
1 1 
1 1
A(a2a4eie3) =
4
cannot be changed into a fundamental form, there is no tree in T
Hence
19
a0a
T 2 4[tQ] = {{alela3e35 ,{ale2a3e3:1 >{ale3a3e45 >{alela3e25 ’-alela3e4^-
a3a4rFor T [t ], matrix A(a a.) which is o 3 4
A (a3a4> =
el e2 e3 e4
1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1
will be changed into a fundamental form as
[A(a3a4)n u] =
4
Thus to(a^a^) = {e^^} and we have
T ^ 0 ^ 3 * 4 ^  = ^e3e23
e3 e4 61 e2
1 0 ! 1 0
1 i ! 0 1
ele2r
T 2[to<a3a4 ^  “ « e3el3’{e4el5
and for T [t^a^a^)] , we consider
A(a3a4ele2> = 
which can be changed to
[A(a3a4e1e2)X1U] =
e3 e4
- -3 1 0
4 1 1
e3 e4
3 1 0
4 0 1
ele2
T [to<a3a4)] = to(a3a4ele2) = {e3e4]-
Hence
20
Thus
a,a.
T 3 4[t ] = {{ o ala2ele25 >{ala2e2e3^,{ala2ele35 ’{ala2ele45 ’{ala2e3e4 ^
ala2a3Now to obtain T [tQ], we consider matrix ACa^a^a^) obtained from
[AnU] by deleting row 4 and columns belonging to U as
el e2 e3 6 4—  —
1 1 1 0  0
= 2 1 1 0  1
3 1 0  1 0
A<ala2a3> "
This can be changed into a fundamental form as
[ A C a ^ a ^  n u] =
el CM
CD
e4 e3
1 1 1 0 0
0 I 1 0 1 011 1 0 0 1
Thus t^a^^a^) = {e^e^e^} and we have
e2
T ^to^ala2a3 ^  = ^ele3e4^
ei
T ^to(aia2a3)-' = 0 
T ^to^ala2a3 ^  = ^ele2e4^
e2e4rFor T LtQ(a1a2a3)], we consider matrix
A (a]^2a3e264^  —
21
obtained from [A(a^a2a3) ^ u] ky deleting row 3 and all columns belonging 
to U. It is clear that this matrix cannot be a fundamental form. Thus
e2e4
T ^to^aia2a3^  “ ^ • Similarly,
6 6
T ^to^ala2a3^ = T -^to('ala2a3 ^  = T
64e3r. , . _e2e4e3
t toCaia2a3) ^
Hence
a,a^a.
T 3[to] = {{e2e3e4a43’Cele3e4a43
ala2a4For T [tQ], we consider
61 e2 e3
1 1 1 0 0
A (aia2a4) = 2 1 1 0 1
4 0 1 1 i
changing this matrix into a fundamental form as
[A(a1a2a4)n u] =
we have t ^ a ^ a ^  = {e2e3e4},
61 e2 e4 e3
1 1 | 1 0 0
2 0 1 0 1 0
4 1 ! 0 0 1_ 1
2e3e43y
T •^to^ala2a4 ^  " ®-ele3e4^  
T 4[to(ala2a4)] = ^
2
T *"0 ^ala2a4^  ^ =  ^ele2e43 *
and
Because ^  consists of one column,
e2%
T “ H[to(ala2a4)] = T 2 3[to(ala2a4)] “ T'
= Te2e4e3[to(ala2a4)] =
Hence
T 1 2 4ft0] = ^ e2e3a3e45.feie3a
a
For T [t ], we consider
el e2 e3 e4
1 1 1 0 0
= 3 1 0 1 0
4 0 1 1 1
A(ala3a4) =
which can be changed into a fundamental form as
CA(aia3 V  11U] '
{Hence t (a.a0a.) = ov 1 3
ei e2 e3 e4
1 i iI 1 0 0
= 3
I
i i 0 1 0
4 0 ! 0 0 1
e2e3e43
and
T -^to^aia3a4 ^  " ^eie3e4^  
T 3[to(aia3a4)] = {eie2e4}
T [to(a;la3a4)] = 0 .
Furthermore
23
Hence
ala3a4
T “ f{e2a2e3e4 ^ ^ ela2e3e45’Cela2e2e4^
a2a3a4To obtain T [t ], we use matrixo
■^(a2a3a4  ^ ~
61 e2 e3 e4
N3 1 1 0  1
= 3 1 0  1 0
4 0 1 1 1
which can be changed into
el e2 e3 e4
1 1 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
[A(a2a3a4)n u] = 3
a a a9 Q /which contains a row of zeros» Thus, there is no trees in T L J ^[t ]o
Finally, to obthin Tala2a3a4[t ], we consider
A^ala2a3a4^  ~
This can be changed to
el e2 e3 e4
1 1 0 0
1 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1
el e2 e3 e4
1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
24
3. -^3.2 ^ o ^ a
which contains a row of zeros. Thus there is no tree in T [t ].o
The trees obtained by the above process are all trefes in the given linear 
graph G.
Generation of Complete Trees
Let A_^ and be cut set matrices of the current graph G_^ and voltage
graph G of a given network G. Also let the ith column of both A and A v I V
represent edge e^ of G.
With matrices A^ and A^, the following operations are called elementary 
operations,
(1) Adding and subtracting one row from another
(2) Multiplying a row by (-1)
(3) Interchanging rows
and
(4) Interchanging columns.
Associated with operations (2) and (3), we define a number N called
a nM-number" which indicates the number of times we use these two operations
in order to make a given matrix to a desired form. The M-number N. and Nl r
which are respectively necessary in order to change given pair of cut set
matrices A. and A into a fundamental form as [a . u ] and [a u] are called
1 r X11 V11
fundamental M-numbers with respect to tree t where t corresponds to theo o
unit matrix of [A. u ] and [A u ]. Notice that t is a complete tree in G.
i n  V11 °
The sign of t which is important for topological analysis of such networks 
° N.+N
is given by (-1)
Example 4; Let A^ and A^ of a given network G be
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ei e2 e3 e4 e c 61 e2 e3 e4 e4— ____
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 -1 -1 0 0
A. = 2 0 1 -1 1 0 A = 2 0 0 1 0 -1l V jj'
3 0 -1 0 0 -1 3 -1 0 0 -1 0
—
We can change these into £ fundamental form as
el e2 e3 e4 ec el e2 e3 e4 e5
1 1 0 1 1 
|
0 0 1 -1 1 1 0 0
A. = 2 1 1 1 0 1 0 A = 3 1
10 , 0 1 0l V 1
3 0 1 ! 0 0 1 2 -1 1 i 0 0 1
— — i _
with fundamental M-numbers N. = 1 and N = 4. Thus the sign of t =
N.+N i v  o
[e3e3e43 is (-1) 1 V = -1.
For convenience, the sign of a complete tree t is given by the 
superscript as tQ— . For example, since the sign of {e^e^e^} is -1, we 
express it as {e^e^e^} .
It is clear that all complete trees of distance one from t are in the
set
U Ta[t ]  = U { 11 t = t @{ae}, e e (t )  fl S ^ ( t  ) }
a e t ° a e t ° a o' a o'o o
where (t ) is a fundamental cut set containing edge a with respect to
tQ in current graph and ^(tQ) is a fundamental cut set containing a
with respect to t in voltage graph G for all a e t . In order to obtain o V O
these complete trees directly from matrices A. and A , we define the1 v
following operation.
Definition» The operation O o f  two matrices P = Td .1 and 0 = Ta 1r l j x ij
of order m and n is the product of corresponding entries of P and Q, i.e.,
P ©  Q = tPjj'lij]
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For example, if P and Q are
P =
Then P 0 Q is
—  —— —  —
1 - 1 0 0 1 -1and Q =
rH1rHo 1 -1 -1
___ __  ___
P 0 Q =
With this definition, all complete trees of distance one from t cano
be obtained by the following steps when [a . u ] and [A u ], with t
11 11
corresponding to the unit matrix U, are given;
Step 1; Form [a . u] 0  Ca u]. Notice that each row j of
111 Vl1. ( i[A. u ] ©  [A u] can represent s W ( t  ) ("1 S^V' (t ) where row j of [a . u ] j-11 V -|1 a . o a . o i.,.,
11 v u  J m  J < -1and [A u ] represent respectively S'1'(t ) and S^V' (t )
11
11 a .
a . J
Step 2; Form all complete trees in T J[to], where a^  e tQ, by replacing
a. by edge e whose corresponding column in [a . u ] O  [a u ] has a non-zero
J (i) (v) 111 V]L1 "at row j which represents (t ) fl S'V' (t ). If this non-zero is +1. the, a ^ o a . o *J J
sign of the newly obtained complete tree is the same as that of t , Other-o
wise, the sign of the new complete tree is opposite from that of t „ Theo
following example will illustrate this point.
Example 5; All complete trees of distance one from t in the linear---------  ----- ------. Q
graph in Example 4 can be obtained by first forming [a . u ] 0  [A u ] as
11 11
[a . u ] ©  [a u] =
L11 11
el e2 e3 e4 e5
-1 0 1 1 1 0 0
1 o I 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1
Notice that t in Example 4 is {e_e,e_}". (The sign of t is -1.) T 3[t ] o JM-O ° o o
obtained from tQ by replacing edge e^ by edge e^ because only column e^ ha
non-zero at the first row representing S ^ ( t  ) f! S ^ ( t  ). Thuse^ o e3 °
T [tQ] = {e1e4e53
The sign of {e^e^e^} is the opposite of the sign of t because of the non­
zero entry being -1. Similarly,
T 4[t 1 = {e..e e } o l i b
and
T [tQ] {e2e3e4} .
ala2m•°a
^(t ) can be obtained by the followingAll complete trees in T
steps where t = {a_a0...a } and 1 < p < n„ o 1 2 n r —
Step 1: From [a . u ] and [a u] , form matrices A. (a,...a------ hi v I-. iv 1 p' and11
A (a. ...a ) respectively by deleting all rows representing S ^ ( t  ) and v i  p a o
(v) - rSa (t ) for all r where r = p+1, p+2, . . . , n and deleting all columns
r
belonging to the unit matrix U. Notice that the row representing S ^ ( t  )
r
in [A. u ] has 1 at the column corresponding to edge a . Similarly, the 
11 r
row representing S^  ^(t ) in [a u ] has 1 at the column corresponding to
r V11
edge a .
Step 2% Change A.(a1...a ) and A (a-...a ) into fundamental forms i j. p v i p
as [A^(a^o.. a ^ ) a n d  [A^(a^.., a ^ ) . Notice that jth columns in both 
of these matrices must represent edge e^  for all columns. Suppose columns 
of the unit matrix U in these matrices represent edges e_,e_,... and e ,1 2  p
that is, t^ = {e^...e^}. The sign of t^ , by definition, is the same as 
that of t^ U (tQ-{a3...a }^) which is a complete tree in a given network G.
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Let the fundamental M-numbers be N.(a....a ) and N (a,...a ) which arei 1 p vv 1 p'
necessary to change Ai(a1...ap) and N ^ a ^  ..a ) >n fundamental forms. Then 
if (-1)
N (a ...a )+N (an. . .a )l 1 p 1 p' . , , . _is -1, the sign of t^ is opposite from that of
tQ. Otherwise, the sign of t^ is the same as that of t . Since all complete 
trees in the resultant current and voltage graphs whose fundamental cut set 
trices are [ A . ^ . . ,ap) n u] and [Av(ai.. .a ) n u] respectively are in
e_ e.
J, T _ .o o
ma
0 0 0 
T ^t'], 2[t'], T P[t']
e . e.
e-e- Ji j
T 1 2[t'], ... X Jl J2[t'], ..., T
e e Pi p2
e . e . . . . e .
,  J 1 J 2 J :
Cti] ••• 1 i h  < J2 < ••• <j < pr
2 <  r <  p
e e ...e
T 1 2 p[t8]o
The complete trees in T U[t8] for u = l,2,...,p are of distance one from t
Thus these can be obtained by the process discussed previously. The process
ej e . . . . e .
of obtaining complete trees in T 1 J2 Jr[t8] is exactly the same as thato
a^. ..a
of complete trees in T P[t ]. Thus we go to Step 1 by using (1) t* as° o
6? .-,e , and e as a ,a , . . . , and a and (3) [A.(a_...a )..u] and
‘ -%y j J 2 Jr 1 ‘ P l l p l l
(2) e i■ f» • t ^ ^
r
[A (a ...a ) U] as [A. u ] and [a u]. v l  P 11 in  vn
Example 6; The following steps will give all complete trees of a
linear graph corresponding to A. and A wherel r
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G1 e2 6 3 e4 el e2 e3 64 e5
1 1 0  1 0  0 1» o0rH1rHIrH
2? 0 1 - 1  1 0 A = 3*V 0 0 1 0 - 1
3' 0 - 1  0 0 - 1 2' - 1 0  0 - 1 0
We can make A. and A in a fundamental form as 
1 v
"l
V
e2 e3 e4 e5 'l e2 e3 6 4 e5
1 1 0 ' 1 0 0 1 -1 1 1 1 0 0
[a . u ]= 2 
h l  3
1 1 1 0 1 0 [A u] = 2 1
1
0 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 0 0 1 ^  3 -1 1 ' 0 0 11
N.+N
with N = 1 and N = 4. Thus the sign of t = {e.e.ej is (-1) 1 V which i v o 3 4 o
is -1, or to = fe3e4e53.
To obtain all complete trees of distance one from t , we operate
[a . u ] ©  [a u] = 
L11 V11
Then
6 1
CM
<U
e3 e4 e5
1 - 1 0  1 
i
1 0 0
CM 1 0  1 0 1 0
3 0 1 ! 0 0 1
T 3[to] ■ K e4e53
and
t *[t ] = {e1e3e53
T [t^] = {e2e3e }^
e3e4To obtain T [t ], we consider A.(e.e,) and A (e0e.) where o l 3 4- v 3 4
el e2 el e2
Ai<*3e4> - l
1 0
Av(e3e4) - 1
-1 1
2 1 1 2 1 0
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which can be changed into a fundamental form as
Liv 3V i r
e l e 2
1 1 0
CM 0  1
— _ _
CV S3e4> 11U] "
e e 1 2
—  —2 1 0
1* 0 1
= {äle25 "with N^(e^e^) = 0 and N^e^e^) = 1. Thus t^e^e^) the sign
Ni ^e3e4^+Nv^e3e4^which is (-1) times the sign of t which is -1. Thuso
e3e4
fco^e3e4^  iS +1» or to^e3e4^  = ^eie2^ * Hence T Ct0l = ^eie2e5^  *
e3e5
To obtain T [t ], we form o
Ai(e3e5) =
6 6 1 2
1 1 0
3 0 1 Av(e365) '
e e_1 2
-1 1
-1 1
Since A (e^e^) is singular, it is impossible to change it into a fundamental
eleSform. Thus T [t ] = 0.o
e4e5r nTo obtain T Lt J, we consider o
61 e2 el e2
i' 4 5
2 1 1 CM 1 0
3 1 o 1
A (e.e ) =V 4 5 3 -1 1
which can be changed into a fundamental form by elementary operations as
[Ai<V5>llU] “
61 e.
1 0
0 1
e-. e 1 2
^Av(e4e5)11U  ^“
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with fundamental M-numbers being N.(e,e_) = 0 and N (e,er) = 0. Thusiv 4 5 v 4 5
tQ(e^e^) = {e^^} (the sign of tQ(e^ e,_) is the same as that of t which is 
-1) . Hence
T 4 5[to] = t e ^ r  •
e3e4e5The matrix A.(e0e.e_) for T [t ] consists of two columns and three rowsl 3 4 5' o
e3e4e5which is impossible to change into a fundamental form. Thus T [t ] = 0.o
An important operation in this technique is to change matrices into 
a fundamental form. There are several ways of doing this. One way is as 
follows:
(1) Take any column in A_^ , say e, which (i) has non-zero in A^ and
(ii) has a non-zero at the first row of A.. Move this column in both A. andl i
A to the first column of the place for U in a. fundamental form. If this v
non-zero is -1, multiply this row by -1.
(2) Let Kth row of A be a non-zero at column e. Move this Kth row tov
the first row. Remove all other non-zeros in A. and A in column e byI V
elementary operations.
(3) Now we consider submatrices A. and A obtained from A„ and A— i —v i v
by deleting the first row and column e, and go back to (1) except when all
other non-zeros are to be removed in (2), we consider A. and A rather
1 v
than A. and A .— i —v
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